Interactive image segmentation is a topic of many studies in image processing. In a conventional approach, a user marks some pixels of the object(s) of interest and background, and an algorithm propagates these labels to the rest of the image. This paper presents a new graph-based method for interactive segmentation with two stages. In the first stage, nodes representing pixels are connected to their k-nearest neighbors to build a complex network with the small-world property to propagate the labels quickly. In the second stage, a regular network in a grid format is used to refine the segmentation on the object borders. Despite its simplicity, the proposed method can perform the task with high accuracy.
Introduction
Image segmentation is the process of dividing an image in parts, identifying objects or other relevant information (Shapiro and Stockman, 2001) . It is one of the most difficult tasks in image processing (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008) .
Fully automatic segmentation is still very challenging and difficult to accomplish. Many automatic approaches are domain-dependant, usually applied in the medical field (Christ et al., 2016; Moeskops et al., 2016; Avendi et al., 2016; Bozkurt et al., 2018; Martinez-Muoz et al., 2016; Patino-Correa et al., 2014) .
Therefore interactive image segmentation, in which a user supplies some information regarding the objects of interest, is experiencing increasing interest in the last decades (Boykov and Jolly, 2001; Rother et al., 2004; Blake et al., 2004; Grady, 2006; Ding and Yilmaz, 2010; Price et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010; Artan, 2011; Ding et al., 2012; Ducournau and Bretto, 2014; Breve et al., 2015b,a; Oh et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018b; Liew et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018a; Lin et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016b,a) .
The user interaction may take place in different ways, depending on the choice of the method, including loosely tracing the desired boundaries Wang et al., 2007b) , marking parts of the object(s) of interest and/or background (Boykov and Jolly, 2001; Li et al., 2004; Grady, 2006; Price et al., 2010; Breve et al., 2015b,a) , loosely placing a bounding box around the objects of interest Lempitsky et al., 2009; Pham et al., 2010) , among others. In all scenarios, the goal is to allow the user to select the desired objects with minimal effort (Price et al., 2010) . This paper focuses on the second type of approach, in which the user "scribbles" some lines on the object(s) of interest and the background. The "scribbles" are then used as seeds to guide the iterative segmentation process. That is a popular approach because it requires only a quicker and less precise input from the user. They can loosely mark broader interior regions instead of finely tracing near borders (Price et al., 2010) .
Graph-cuts is one of the most popular approaches to seeded segmentation, with numerous methods proposed (Boykov and Jolly, 2001; Boykov and FunkaLea, 2006; Rother et al., 2004; Blake et al., 2004; Price et al., 2010; Vicente et al., 2008) . In graph theory, a cut is a partition of the vertices of a graph into two disjoint subsets (Narkhede, 2013) . These methods combine explicit edgefinding and region-modeling components, modeled as an optimization problem of minimizing a cut in a weighted graph partitioning foreground and background seeds (Price et al., 2010) .
Other approaches rely on graph-based machine learning (Grady, 2006; Wang et al., 2007a; Duchenne et al., 2008; Ducournau and Bretto, 2014; Breve et al., 2015b,a; Oh et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018b; Dong et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016b,a) , where the image is modeled as an affinity graph, where edges encode similarity between neighboring pixels. The segmentation problem may be modeled as an energy function minimization, where the target function is smooth concerning the underlying graph structure (Ducournau and Bretto, 2014) . Some deep-learning approaches were also recently proposed (Liew et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018a; Lin et al., 2016) .
The emergence of graph-based techniques is also due to the development of complex networks theory. In the last decades, the network research moved from small graphs to the study of statistical properties of large-scale graphs. It was discovered that a regular network diameter might be drastically reduced by randomly changing a few edges while preserving its local structure, measured by clustering coefficient (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) . The resulting networks are called small-world networks and they represent some real networks, like social and linguistics networks. Small-world networks have tightly interconnected clusters of nodes and a shortest mean path length that is similar to a random graph with the same number of nodes and edges (Humphries and Gurney, 2008) . This paper introduces a new graph-based method for interactive segmentation. It is simpler than many other methods. It does not incorporate any specific edge-finding or region-modeling components. There is also no explicit optimization process. The graphs are merely used to propagate the labels from the "scribbles" to unlabeled pixels iteratively, directly through the weighted edges. The method has two consecutive stages. In the first stage, a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) graph is built based on the similarity among all pixels on a reduced version of the input image, with each node representing a pixel (a group of pixels of the original image). In the second stage, the full-size image is used, a new graph is built with each node representing a single pixel, which is connected only to the nodes representing the 8 adjacent pixels in the image. The propagation occurs only to the nodes that were not confidently labeled during the first stage.
The propagation approach has some similarities with that proposed by Wang et al. (2007a) . However, the graph construction is fundamentally different, as in the first stage nodes are not connected in a grid, but rather based on the color components and location of the pixels they represent. In this sense, the label propagation is faster, as the graph usually presents the small-world property of complex networks (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) .
The graph construction phase share some similarities with that proposed by Breve (2017) . However, that approach uses undirected and unweighted graphs while the current study uses weighted digraphs. The propagation approach is also completely different. That model uses particles walking through the graph to propagate label information, in a nature-inspired approach of competition and cooperation for territory. The proposed method approach is much faster, as the label information spreads directly through the graph. Finally, the particles model is stochastic and this proposed model is deterministic.
In spite of its simplicity, the proposed method can perform interactive image segmentation with high accuracy. It was applied to the 50 images from the Microsoft GrabCut dataset and the mean error rate achieved is comparable to those obtained by some state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, its computational complexity order is only linear, O(n), where n is the amount of the pixels in the image in the best case scenario, and linearithmic, O(n log n), in the worst case. It can also be applied to multi-class problems at no extra cost.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed model. Section 3 presents some computer simulations to show the viability of the method. Section 4 discuss the time and storage complexity of the algorithm and the small-world property of its networks. In Section 5, the method is applied to the Microsoft GrabCut dataset and its results are compared to those achieved by some state-of-the-art algorithms. Some parameter analysis are also conducted in this section. Finally, the conclusions are drawn on Section 6.
Model Description
The proposed algorithm is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the input image is reduced to one ninth of its original size using bicubic interpolation, and a network is built with each node representing a pixel in the downsized image. The edges among them are built by connecting each node to its knearest neighbors, in a complex arrangement, which considers both the pixel location and color. Then, label information is propagated iteratively through this network. Usually, most pixels are labeled with confidence in this stage.
In the second stage, the full input image is used. Again, each node represents a single pixel. However, this time, the connections are made only from the pixels not confidently labeled in the first stage to the nodes representing the adjacent pixels in the image, in a grid arrangement, which considers only pixel location.
Label information propagates iteratively again, only to the unlabeled nodes. Therefore, the remaining pixels are labeled at this stage.
In both networks, the same set of pixel features, considering both color and location, are extracted to define the edge weights. The whole procedure is detailed in the following subsections.
The First Stage
In the first stage, the input image is resized to one ninth of its original size (one third in each dimension) using bicubic interpolation. Then, the set of pixels of the resized image are reorganized as
is the labeled pixel subset and X U = {x i } N i=L+1 is the unlabeled pixels set. L = {1, . . . , C} is the set containing the labels. y : X → L is the function associating each x i ∈ χ to its label y(x i ). The proposed model estimates y(x i ) for each unlabeled pixel x i ∈ X U .
The labels are extracted from an image with the user input ("scribbles"), in which a different color represents each class, and another color is used for the unlabeled pixels. In the first stage, this image is also resized to one ninth of its original size, but using the nearest-neighbor interpolation; otherwise, new colors would be introduced and mistakenly interpreted as new classes.
Graph Generation
For each pixel x i , a set of nine features are extracted. They are shown in Table 1 .
The V component (6) is obtained from the RGB components using the method described by Smith (1978) . ExR, ExG, and ExB (7 to 9) indexes are obtained from the RGB components as described in the "Image Segmentation Data Set" 1 (Dheeru and Karra Taniskidou, 2017) :
The Excess Green Index (ExG) and some of its derivatives are commonly employed on segmentation of agricultural images (Guijarro et al., 2011) . These indexes are useful for identifying the amount of a color component concerning the others. In this paper, they are used because they decrease the distance among pixels representing the same segment which may have different amounts of incident light.
This set of features was chosen based on some earlier experiments with a preliminary version of the algorithm which had a single stage and no image resize step. It was applied to a subset of 9 images from the GrabCut dataset, with a set of 23 features, including H and S components obtained with the method described by Smith (1978) , and mean (M) and standard deviation (SD)
of RGB and HSV components on a 3 × 3 window around the pixel. All features were normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. After that, each feature had a weight to be used in the calculation of the distance among pixels. The weights of the 23 features were optimized using the Genetic Algorithm from the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox, with its default parameters and a fitness function to minimize the error rate, given by the number of mislabeled pixels in relation to all unlabeled pixels. Based on the results shown in Table 2 , H and S features were discarded because of their low relevance in most images.
The Mean and Standard deviation based features were discarded because the current version of the algorithm works on the resized image, so each pixel is already roughly an average of a 3 × 3 window around the pixel. The remaining features are those presented in Table 1 .
In the proposed method, the 9 features from Table 1 are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. After that, the components may be scaled by a vector of weights λ to emphasize/de-emphasize each feature during the graph generation. However, for simplicity, in all experiments on this paper, only two set of weights were used as λ. They will be later referenced as: 
Thus, λ 1 means all features have the same weight, and λ 2 means the two location features have more weight than the seven color features. While there are many other possible weight combinations, there is not a reliable method to set them a priori, without relying on the segmentation results.
A directed and weighted graph is created representing the image. It is defined as G = (V, E), where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } is the set of n nodes, and E is the set of m edges (v i , v j ). Each node v i corresponds to a pixel x i . There is an edge between v i and v j only if v i is unlabeled (x i ∈ X U ) and v j is among the k-nearest neighbors of v i , considering the Euclidean distance between x i and x j features.
Along with development, it was noticed that k = 10 provides reasonable results in most images, as long as representative seeds are provided. But this parameter may be fine-tuned for each specific image to achieve better segmentation results.
For each edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E, there is a corresponding weight W i,j , which is defined using a Gaussian kernel:
where d(x i , x j ) is the Euclidean distance between x i and x j . Along development, it was noticed that σ is not a very sensitive parameter. Therefore, σ = 0.5 is fixed for all computer simulations in this paper. 
Label Propagation
Then, the iterative label propagation process takes place. At each iteration t, each unlabeled node gets contributions from all its neighbors to calculate its new domination levels. Therefore, for each unlabeled node v i , the domination levels are updated as follows:
where 
where y(x i ) is the class assigned to x i . Otherwise, the pixel is left to be labeled in the second stage.
The Second Stage
In the second stage, nodes that were not labeled in the first stage continue to receive contributions from their neighbors. However, in the second stage a new graph is built, in which every pixel in the input image becomes a node (no resizing), and each node v i corresponding to an unlabeled pixel (
is connected to the 8 nodes v j representing the adjacent pixels in the original image, except for pixels in the image borders, which have only 3 or 5 adjacent pixels. So, in the second phase, neighbors are defined only by location, but the edge weights are still defined by Eq. (5), using all the nine features.
Notice that the domination vectors v 
Stop Criterion
In both stages, the convergence is measured through the average maximum domination level, which is defined as follows: is checked every 10 iterative steps and the iterations stop when the increase is below ω between two consecutive checkpoints. In this paper, ω = 10 −4 is used in all computer simulations.
The Algorithm
Overall, the proposed algorithm can be outlined as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: The proposed method algorithm 1 Downsize the input image with bicubic interpolation, as described in Subsection 2.1; 2 Build a directed k-NN digraph for the downsized image, as described in Subsection 2.1.1; 3 Define the edge weights using Eq. (5); 4 Set nodes' domination levels by using Eq. (7); 5 repeat 6 for each unlabeled node do 7 Update node domination levels by using Eq. (8); 8 until convergence of the domination levels; 9 Label unlabeled pixel where there is a highly dominant class using Eq. (9); 10 Enlarge the domination levels matrix with bilinear interpolation, as described in Subsection 2.1.2; 11 Build a directed graph for the original input image, using a grid arrangement, as described in Subsections 2.2 and 2.1.1; 12 Define the edge weights using Eq. (5) 
Computer Simulations
In this section, some experimental results using the proposed model are presented to show its efficacy in the interactive image segmentation task. First, five real-world images were selected to show that the algorithm can split foreground and background. Later, other two real-world images were selected to show the algorithm results segmenting multiple objects at once. For all images, the parameters are set to their default values, except for k and λ. k is tested with some values in the interval [1 250] and λ is tested with λ 1 and λ 2 . Then, the values that produced the best segmentation results are used for each image. is shown in different colors for background and foreground, over the gray-scale image; and (c) the segmentation results achieved using the proposed method,
shown as the foreground extracted from the background. Table 3 shows the image sizes and the parameters λ and k used for each of them.
Notice that the algorithm receives the "scribbles" in a different image or layer than the image to be segmented. It considers that each color represents a different segment to be discovered, so the user seeds must be in different colors for each segment. The images to be segmented were added in black-and-white as background to the "scribbles" in Figures 1 and 2 for illustrative purposes only.
By visually analyzing the segmentation results, one can notice that the proposed method was able to interactively segment different kinds of real-world images, with few mistakes.
Computational Time and Storage Complexity
In this section, time and storage complexity order analysis of the algorithm presented in Subsection 2.4 are provided. 
Computational Time Complexity
At the beginning of the Algorithm 1, step 1 consists in resizing the input image with bicubic interpolation. This step has complexity order O(n), where n is the number of pixels in the image.
Step 2 consists in building a k-NN graph. It is possible to find nearest neighbors in logarithmic time using k -d trees (Friedman et al., 1977) . Therefore, this step computational complexity is O(n log n).
Step 3 calculates edges weights. This step depends on the number of edges. Each node has k edges; therefore, the computational complexity is O(nk).
Step 4 is the initialization of the nodes domination levels, and it depends on the number of nodes and classes. Therefore, its computational complexity is O(nc).
These first steps are dominated by step 2, which is the network construction as k and c are usually much smaller than n.
Then we have the loops from steps 5 to 8. The instruction on step 8 consists in updating the domination levels on a node. Since each node takes contributions from its neighbors, the computational complexity order is O(k). The inner loop executes step 7 for all unlabeled nodes. Most nodes are unlabeled; therefore the inner loop complexity order is O(nk). The outer loop is executed until the algorithm converges. The convergence depends on the network size and connectivity, which are related to n and k. Therefore, a set of experiments is performed, first with increasing image sizes and fixed k, and later with fixed image size and increasing k, to discover how they impact the number of outer loop executions. These will be presented and discussed later.
Step 9 consists of checking domination levels and labeling some nodes.
Step 10 increases the domination levels matrix using bilinear interpolation. Both these steps have complexity order O(nc), due to the domination levels matrix size. In step 11, another graph is built, but only adjacent nodes are connected, and to exactly 8 other nodes (except for nodes representing image border pixels), so this step has complexity order O(n).
Step 12 is similar to Step 3, but this time the average node degree is nearly constant, so the complexity order is O(n).
From step 13 to 16, there is another pair of loops.
Step 15 runs in constant time O(1), since all nodes (except those representing image border pixels) have the same degree (8) no matter the image size. The inner loops execute step 15 for each unlabeled node. In most cases, there is only a small amount of unlabeled nodes at this point. The outer loop also depends on how many nodes are still unlabeled in the second stage and also on the network connectivity. In the typical scenario, there are few unlabeled nodes, and they form isolated subgraphs. Though it is difficult to calculate the exact computational complexity of the second stage, it is lower than O(n log n) in any typical case. The set of experiments also measures the number of outer loop iterations in the second stage, as n and k increases.
Finally, step 17 is similar to step 9. It also has complexity order O(nc). Tables 4 and 5 also show the error rate in each scenario, which is the number of mislabeled pixels in relation to all the pixels labeled by the algorithm. Notice that the algorithm labels all the image pixels, except those already covered by the "scribbles". it is possible to realize that as k increases, the number of iterations of the first stage outer loop decreases. This is expected, since the network connectivity is increasing, and thus the labels have higher spread at each iteration. On the other hand, the execution time increases because the first stage inner loop execution time is higher as k increases. However, this increase is only logarithmic (O(log n)). Tables 6 and 7 also show the error rate in each scenario, which is calculated as previously described.
It is worth noting that in real-world problems, c and k do not increase proportionally to n as image sizes increases. The amount of classes c is unrelated to the image size, and the optimal value of k depends on many factors, like the image structure, labeled pixels, objects position, and others, but even in similar images it does not need to increase linearly on n to keep similar network connectivity, as the small-world property of complex networks applies. Therefore, the average time complexity in the first stage is usually lower than O(n log n).
In this sense, step 2 would dominate the execution time. However, although step 2 has the highest computational complexity, its execution time is faster than the first stage loop in all the experiments presented in this paper. It will undoubtedly dominate the execution time for huge images, but in the typical scenario, the execution time is still dominated by the first stage (steps 5 to 8).
The second stage execution time is usually negligible. It is very fast when compared to the first stage and step 2. Table 7 : Amount of iterations on each algorithm phase, execution times, and error rates on the "Bird" image with its original size and k = 10 to k = 250. Each configuration is executed 100 times to get the mean and standard deviation of the execution times. O(n log n). Therefore, in most real-world scenarios a time complexity from O(n) to O(n log n) is expected.
Storage Complexity
Regarding the memory requirements and storage complexity, the proposed algorithm uses the following data structures: the resized image, the features class, so its size is cn 9 in the first stage, and cn in the second stage. Finally, the labeled output image size is n. As explained before, in real-world problems, c and k do not increase proportionally to n. So, we may expect that all data structures grow linearly on n and the storage complexity is O(n).
Large-Scale Networks
The proposed method was also tested on large images to evaluate its behavior on large-scale networks. The source picture of the "Dog" image from Figure 1 is used in these experiments. It is a 16 megapixels JPEG image (4608 × 3456 pixels).
In the first experiment, the picture is resized up to 10 times its size, using bicubic interpolation, to simulate a 159 megapixels picture. After the enlargement, some Poisson noise is added using the "imnoise" function from the MAT-LAB Image Processing Toolbox to simulate the noise from a camera sensor. Otherwise, the enlarged images would look like a set of flat tiles. The same enlargement is applied to the "scribbles" image, but using the nearest-neighbor interpolation to avoid the introduction of new colors which would be mistakenly interpreted as new classes. Figure 5 and Table 8 show the number of iterations of the outer loops of the first and second stages, and time required to convergence when the proposed method is applied. Table 8 additionally shows the error rate in each scenario.
In the second experiment, the 16 megapixels picture is used without modification, but the out-degree of the nodes has increasing sizes (k = {10, 20, . . . , 250}). Figure 6 and Table 9 show the number of iterations of the outer loops of the first and second stages, and time required to convergence when the proposed method is applied. Table 9 additionally shows the error rate in each scenario.
By analyzing these results, the same patterns seem on the experiments with Table 9 : Amount of iterations on each algorithm phase, execution times, and error rates on the "Dog" image with 16 megapixels and k = 10 to k = 250. Each configuration is executed 9 times to get the mean and standard deviation of the execution times. smaller images is observed. As the network increases, the amount of first phase iterations also increases and the execution time increases almost linearly. As the connectivity increases, the amount of first phase iterations decreases and the execution time increases logarithmically.
Small-World-Ness
The proposed method efficiency highly relies on the small-world property of the networks it generates in its first phase. In particular, when the edges are created to the k-nearest neighbors of each node, the clustering coefficient is usually high, so the label information is quickly spread to the neighborhood.
To verify if the small-world property is present on a network, Humphries and
Gurney (2008) proposed a measure called small-world-ness. The small-worldness S of a given graph may be calculated as follows:
where C and L are the clustering coefficient and the mean shortest path length of the network, respectively, and C rand and L rand are the clustering coefficient and the mean shortest path length observed in random equivalente networks, i.e., networks with the same amount of nodes and edges. S > 1 indicates the presence of the small-world property.
Unfortunately, S is undefined for disconnected networks, because in those scenarios L diverges to infinity. To overcome this drawback, Zanin (2015) proposed an alternative formulation to compute small-world-ness, which uses the average efficiency of the network instead of the shortest path length since efficiency is defined even for disconnected networks. The efficiency E of a graph G is calculated as follows:
where n is the total of nodes in the network and d ij denotes the length of the shortest path between a node i and another node j.
The new efficiency-based small-world-ness S E is then defined as follows:
where C and E are the clustering coefficient and the average efficiency of the network, respectively, and C rand and E rand are the clustering coefficient and the average efficiency observed in random equivalent networks. S E > 1 indicates the presence of the small-world property.
Notice that disconnected networks are not a problem for the proposed method.
An unlabeled node only needs a path to a labeled node to get label information.
Even if an unlabeled node does not have a path to a labeled node, it still gets its label in the second stage. Therefore, the efficiency-based small-world-ness is used in this paper. Table 10 shows the measures of small-world-ness, clustering coefficient and efficiency for the networks built during the proposed method first phase for the "Dog" image with 10% to 100% of its original size and k = 10. Table 11 shows the same measures for the networks built during the proposed method first phase for the "Dog" image with its original size and k = 10 to k = 250. In both cases, the mean clustering coefficient and the mean average efficiency of 20 random networks with the same amount of nodes and edges are also shown for comparison.
By analysing Tables 10 and 11 , one can notice that all the networks have high small-world-ness levels, clearly showing that they have the small-world property. In particular, the clustering coefficients are much higher than those of an equivalent random network.
Benchmark
Figures 1 and 2 show segmentation examples on real-world images, where the user input is limited to a set of "scribbles" on the main object(s) and the background. The results are qualitatively good as they mostly agree with perceptual boundaries. Table 11 : Small-world-ness, clustering coefficient, and the average efficiency of the networks built during the proposed method first phase for the "Dog" image with its original size and k = 10 to k = 250. The mean clustering coefficient and mean average efficiency of 20 random network with the same amount of nodes and edges are also shown for comparison.
k S For quantitative results, the proposed method is applied to the 50 images of the Microsoft GrabCut dataset . Though there are some other data sets available with ground truth segmentation results, this one is, to the best of my knowledge, the only one where seed regions are provided. It is also the only database which was widely used in other papers; therefore it is possible to present a quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art methods. Their original seed regions are not presented as "scribbles". Instead, they present a large number of labeled pixels and a narrow band around the contour of objects to be segmented. In spite of that, the proposed method can be applied to it without any modification or extra cost. Table 12 presents a comparison of the average error rates obtained on the GrabCut dataset by the proposed method and other interactive image segmentation methods. The proposed method was first applied to the whole dataset with its default parameters (k = 10, λ = λ 1 , ω = 10 −4 ).
In this way, it achieved an error rate of 4.15%. Later, the parameter k was optimized for each image, and an error rate of 3.21% was achieved. (128) is the unlabeled region, which labels are estimated by the proposed method; and white (255) is the labeled foreground, which generates the foreground class particles. The error rates in Table 12 are computed as the ratio of the number of incorrectly classified pixels to the total amount of unlabeled pixels. Third and fourth columns show the segmentation results obtained by the proposed method with its default parameters and with k optimized for each image, respectively.
Execution Times
The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB. The loops in both stages were implemented in C (MEX function). It took an average of 439 milliseconds to by the proposed method and other interactive image segmentation methods. The error rates for the other methods were compiled from the works of Ding et al. (2012) , Ducournau and Bretto (2014) , Wang et al. (2018b) , and Bampis et al. (2017) .
Method
Error Rate sDPMNL (boundary) (Ding et al., 2012) 11.43% GMMVL (location + color + boundary) (Yi et al., 2004) 10.45% SVM (location + color + boundary) (Chang and Lin, 2011) 9.21% GM-MRF 7.90% sDPMNL (color) (Ding et al., 2012) 7.65% Superpixels Hypergraph (Ding and Yilmaz, 2008) 7.30% Lazy Snapping (Li et al., 2004) 6.65% Graph Cuts (Boykov and Jolly, 2001) 6.60% Cost volume filtering (Hosni et al., 2013) 6.20% Directed Image Neighborhood Hypergraph (Ducournau and Bretto, 2014) 6.15% RobustP n 6.08% Grabcut 5.46% Regularized Laplacian (Duchenne et al., 2008) 5.40% Grady's random walker (Grady, 2006) 5.40% Probabilistic Hypergraph (Ding and Yilmaz, 2010) 5.33% DPMVL (color + boundary) (Ding et al., 2012) 5.19% Laplacian Coordinates (Casaca et al., 2014) 5.04% sDPMVL (color + boundary) (Ding et al., 2012) 4.78% Sub-Markov Random Walk (Dong et al., 2016) 4.61% Normalized Lazy Random Walker (Bampis et al., 2017) 4.37% Normalized Random Walker (Bampis et al., 2017) 4.35% Nonparametric Higher-Order (Kim et al., 2010) 4.25% Proposed Method (default parameters) 4.15% Constrained Random Walks (Yang et al., 2010) 4.08% Lazy Randow Walks (Shen et al., 2014) 3.89% Robust Multilayer Graph Constraints (Wang et al., 2016a) 3.79% Texture Aware Model (Zhou et al., 2013) 3.64% Pairwise Likelihood Learning (Wang et al., 2017) 3.49% Multi-layer Graph Constraints (Wang et al., 2016b) 3.44% Proposed Method (optimized k) 3.21% Random Walks with Restart (Kim et al., 2008) 3.11% Normalized Sub-Markov Random Walk (Bampis et al., 2017) 3.10% Difusive Likelihood (Wang et al., 2018b) 3.08%
(a) by the proposed method and other interactive image segmentation methods, using the original trimaps. The times for the other methods were reported by Wang et al. (2018b) .
Time (s) Nonparametric Higher-Order (Kim et al., 2010) 11.0 Multi-layer Graph Constraints (Wang et al., 2016b) 5.4 Sub-Markov Random Walk (Dong et al., 2016) 5.1 Diffusive Likelihood (Wang et al., 2018b) 3.4 Laplacian Coordinates (Casaca et al., 2014) 3.2 Grady's random walker (Grady, 2006) 0.8 GrabCut 0. CPU and MATLAB implementations in their tests. Therefore, the same test was applied to the proposed method and the results are shown in Table 13 . The proposed method was faster than all the other tested methods.
Parameter Analysis
The proposed method sensitivity to parameter values is analyzed using the Microsoft GrabCut dataset. In all scenarios, the 50 images of the dataset are segmented with the default parameters, except for the parameter under analysis. By analyzing those graphics, one can notice that k = 8 and k = 10 produced the best results in the k parameter analysis. σ has low sensitivity and has its best range around σ = 0.4 to σ = 0.7. Finally, ω has decreasing error rates as it lowers down to ω = 10 −4 , and then it stabilizes. However, since this parameter is directly related to the stop criterion, the execution times are higher as ω decreases. ω = 10 −4 offers a good trade-off between execution time and error rates.
Seed Sensitivity Analysis
The original "trimaps" from the Microsoft GrabCut dataset provides a large number of seeds for iterative image segmentation methods. However, the proposed method does not need all those seeds to provide reasonable segmentation results. Therefore, an experiment was set in which each "trimap" from the dataset had each of its seeds randomly erased with a probability p, so the changed pixels would appear unlabeled to the method. By varying p from 0 to 0.99, it is possible to generate "trimaps" with roughly 100% to 1% of the original seeds, respectively. So 2, 000 "trimaps" were generated for each image, 20 of them for each of the 100 configurations of p = {0.00, 0.01, . . . , 0.99}. The
proposed method was applied to all of them. The mean error rates on each configuration are presented in Figure 9 (a). Figure 9 : The proposed method with its default parameters applied to the Microsoft GrabCut dataset with a subset of the original seeds. Each point is an average of 20 realizations with different random seeds selected: (a) all unlabeled pixels are computed in the error rate, (b) unlabeled pixels that were originally a seed pixel are not computed in the error rate.
Notice that while the error rates decrease as the number of seeds decreases in Figure 9 (a), that does not necessarily mean that the segmentation results are better, because with fewer seeds, there are more unlabeled pixels and each pixel mislabeled by the algorithm has less impact on the error rate. Thus, Figure   9 (b) shows the error rates on each configuration, but excluding the pixels which were seeds in the original "trimaps" from the error rate computation. These results showed that the number of seeds may be greatly reduced without much impact in the error rates.
Microsoft GrabCut Dataset with "Scribbles"
Andrade and Carrera (2015) presents an objective and empirical evaluation method for seed-based interactive segmentation algorithms. They have extended the Microsoft GrabCut dataset by incorporating two sets of "scribbles" for each of the 50 images 2 .
The first set of "scribbles" employ four strokes per image, three on the background and one small area on the foreground object. The second set of "scribbles" indicate and mark in more detail the foreground region. The two sets reflect two different degrees of user effort.
The proposed method was applied to both sets of "scribbles". Table 14 Table 14 : Comparison of the average error rates obtained on the GrabCut dataset by the proposed method and other interactive image segmentation methods, using the sets of "scribbles" from Andrade and Carrera (2015) The error rates for the other methods were reported by Bampis et al. (2017) .
.
Error

Method
S 1 S 2 Random Walks with Restart (Kim et al., 2008) 6.65% 6.44% Lazy Randow Walks (Shen et al., 2014) 6.42% 6.12% Normalized Sub-Markov Random Walk (Bampis et al., 2017) 6.07%
5.81% Sub-Markov Random Walk (Dong et al., 2016) 6.07% 5.81% Grady's random walker (Grady, 2006) 5.58% 2.91% Laplacian Coordinates (Casaca et al., 2014) 5.37% 3.75% Normalized Lazy Random Walker (Bampis et al., 2017) 4.80% 2.49% Normalized Random Walker (Bampis et al., 2017) 4.77% 2.48% Proposed Method (default parameters) 3.68% 1.60% Proposed Method (optimized k) 2.28% 1.21%
presents a comparison of the average error rates obtained by the proposed method and other interactive image segmentation methods. The proposed method was first applied to the whole dataset with its default parameters (k = 10, λ = λ 1 , ω = 10 −4 ). Later, the parameter k was optimized for each image. In both scenarios, and for both sets of "scribbles", the proposed method outperformed the other 8 methods even with its default parameters.
Conclusions
In this paper, a graph-based interactive image segmentation method is proposed. Seeds are provided by the user in form of "scribbles", loosely traced over the objects of interest and the background. The method takes advantage of complex networks properties to spread labels quickly, with low time and storage complexity. It can be applied to multi-class problems at no extra cost.
Despite its simplicity, the method can achieve classification accuracy comparable to those achieved by some state-of-the-art methods when applied to the Microsoft GrabCut dataset, with their original trimaps used as user input, which is commonly used to evaluate and compare interactive image segmentation methods. It is also the fastest method when compared to other 7 methods, including some classic and some newer state-of-the-art approaches. Moreover, it achieved the best results when the user input is composed only by a few "scribbles", outperforming 8 other recent approaches.
Though the proposed method has some parameters which can be fine-tuned to achieve better results, usually only k has a significant impact on the classification accuracy. The default parameters may be used when the time is restricted.
The user may also fine-tune parameters while adding more "scribbles" if he/she is not satisfied with the current segmentation results.
The method may also be extended by introducing edge-finding components or edge related features to decrease error rates further, and to handle more challenging segmentation tasks.
